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the.Moving from the

theoretical to the practical
This report presents the

findings from two workshops
focused on the use of
Constructive Behavior

Analysis (CBA) in two youth
centers. The workshops

presented two main themes,
one focused on the

application of CBA and the
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other on the “dual system
approach.” Workshop

participants in both groups
were youth center staff, CBA

therapists, and university
faculty. Our workshop was
framed around a modeling
process that drew from the

work of John Gottman
(1998) and his Applied

Behavior Analysis.
Participants were taught the

basics of the
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constructivist/behaviorist
theory and were then

introduced to the Therapist
Classroom (referred to as TC

in this document) and the
Classroom of Two. The TC

is a structured model of
classrooms used to teach new
skills. It is a combination of
the ABA day program and

the classroom of two, which
we refer to as C2 in this
document. Both models
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utilize positive behavior
supports, as opposed to time
out and in-class management

to teach new skills. The
workshops consisted of the
following workshops: The
“Therapist’s Classroom”
(TC) for individuals with
autism spectrum disorders

(ASD) The “Therapist’s
Classroom for Dual
Language Learners”
(TCDLL) The “C2”
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classroom model for dual
language learners and

English language learners In
the TC workshop,

participants were taught the
basics of the CBA theory of

learning. They were
introduced to the TC, a
structured classroom in
which students receive
instructions for several

minutes in the beginning and
then complete a task. They
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were taught that the TC was
effective because students

were taught to pay attention,
follow instructions, and use

the same materials with all of
the students, regardless of

learning level. The
participants were also taught

the importance of the
“reinforcer” in the TC. In

this type of classroom,
students are taught to self-

reinforce by using the
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reinforcer (that is, praise) to
reinforce their behavior. We
then conducted a small pilot
study to determine whether
the TC was as effective for

participants with ASD as for
typical students. The results
suggested that the TC is as

Category:1995 video games
Category:Action-adventure
games Category:Multiplayer

and single-player video
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games Category:Ninja video
games Category:Kadokawa

Dwango franchises
Category:PlayStation 2

games Category:PlayStation
Portable games

Category:Video games
developed in Japan

Category:Video games
scored by Akari Kaida
Category:Video games

scored by Atsuhiro
Motoyama Category:Video
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games developed in Japan
Category:Video games set in
the Ninjago Category:Video
games set in IndiaQ: How to
implement a rule using sed

that I have in mind? I want to
take a file like this 2 aa 1 bb
3 cc 5 dd and end up with bb

cc dd I have already asked
this question but I have made
progress with sed '/2$/r1' file
which gives me 1 aa bb 3 cc
5 dd but I don't know how to
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make the second rule that
will switch it A: grep -oP

'\w\+\s*\K\K\1' file bb cc dd
Q: OpenSSL/OpenSSH
Logging: Which File is

Tailed by `sshd`? I am using
OpenSSL/OpenSSH to

communicate with a remote
server. The connections run

under Kerberos and I am
logging the logs to a file. The
logging part is working fine

but now I am wondering
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where the log is actually
written to. Is it the file

specified in the rsa_priv
option in openssh?

-uusername, --kerberos-
login=LOG_FILE I guess

there must be a way of
setting the option directly in
the openssl command instead

of adding this to the
configuration of openssh.
The logging I am trying to
achieve is something like
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this: 0.63xx1234 # execute
command 0.63xx1234 #

execute command
0.63xx1234 # execute

command 0.63xx1234 #
execute command

0.63xx1234 # execute
command 0.63xx1234 #

execute command
0.63xx1234 # execute

command 0.63xx1234 #
execute command # SSHD

LOG FILE 4bc0debe42
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